
Complete Dumbbell Sets

York Pro-Style Dumbbell Set & Rack 12.5kg to 35kg (10 Pairs). A whole set - 
12.5kg to 35kg, 10 pairs - of York Barbell's popular high-quality medial-grip Pro-
Style Dumbbells, including a 10 pair saddle rack.

Price: £1,769.17

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-set-rack-12-5-35kg-10pr

York Pro-Style Dumbbell Set & Rack 2.5kg to 25kg (10 Pairs). A whole set - 2.5kg 
to 25kg, 10 pairs - of York Barbell's popular high-quality medial-grip Pro-Style 
Dumbbells, including a 10 pair saddle rack.

Price: £1,334.17

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-set-rack-2-5-25kg-10pr

A heavier set of the high-quality full-commercial York Barbell Pro-Style Dumbbells 
with a 10 pair saddle rack to suit. The set comprises 10 pairs - 27.5kg, 30kg, 
32.5kg, 35kg, 37.5kg, 40kg, 42.5kg, 45kg, 47.5kg, 50kg.

Price: £2,487.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-set-rack-27-5-50kg-10pr

20 pairs of the world-renowned medial-grip York Barbell Pro-Style Dumbbells and 
accompanying saddle racks. This set provides great-value and a high-quality 
dumbbell set for your gym. 

Price: £3,990.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-set-rack-2-5-50kg-20pr

York Pro-Style Dumbbell Set & Rack 152.5kg to 60kg (4 Pairs). Weighing in at a 
total weight of 450Kg these dumbbells are only available as a set.

Price: £1,980.27

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-set-52-5-60kg-4pr

York Pro-Style Dumbbell Set & Rack 62.5kg (1 pair). Weighing in at a total weight 
of 125Kg these dumbbells are only available as a pair as detailed

Price: £518.32

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-62-5
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These dumbells are the highest quality of weight possible. These will brighten up 
your gym any day of the week!

Price: £1,830.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/025kg-to-30kg-urethane-dumbell-set

These dumbells are the highest quality of weight possible. These will brighten up 
your gym any day of the week!

Price: £4,515.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/025kg-to-50kg-urethane-dumbell-set

These dumbells are the highest quality of weight possible. These will brighten up 
your gym any day of the week!

Price: £340.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/1kg-to-10kg-rubber-dumbell-set

Our fully commercial GymGear Premium Commercial Rubber Dumbbells are 
made to last. They have been manufactured with solid solid steel heads to give 
maximum weight with the smallest dumbbell size and coated in a protective Virgin 
Rubber coating makes for a strong, highly durable piece 

Price: £1,145.84

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/025kg-to-25kg-rubber-dumbell-set

A great set of commercial dumbbells. Fusion welded fixed heads won't come 
loose. 
Full commercial use. Please note that most rubber coatings on dumbbells will chip 
and become damaged if not treated with a degree of care. Urethane coated 
dumbbells afford a greater degree of protection

Price from£1,200.00
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These dumbells are the highest quality of weight possible. These will brighten up 
your gym any day of the week!

Price: £3,145.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/025kg-to-50kg-rubber-dumbell-set

York Pro-Style Dumbbell 65kg (Pair). 

RRP: £617.76

Our Price: £538.32
You Save: £79.44 - 13 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-65kg-pair
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